Abstract-Cooperative localization in agent networks based on interagent time-of-flight measurements is closely related to synchronization. To leverage this relation, we propose a Bayesian factor graph framework for cooperative simultaneous localization and synchronization (CoSLAS). This framework is suited to mobile agents and time-varying local clock parameters. Building on the CoSLAS factor graph, we develop a distributed (decentralized) belief propagation algorithm for CoSLAS in the practically important case of an affine clock model and asymmetric time stamping. Our algorithm allows for real-time operation and is suitable for a time-varying network connectivity. To achieve high accuracy at reduced complexity and communication cost, the algorithm combines particle implementations with parametric message representations and takes advantage of a conditional independence property. Simulation results demonstrate the good performance of the proposed algorithm in a challenging scenario with time-varying network connectivity.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and State of the Art
Location information in agent networks enables a multitude of location-aware applications [1] - [4] . In many systems, the location information is obtained from interagent time measurements: each interagent distance is related to the time-of-flight of a signal and can thus be estimated from time-of-arrival measurements, and the agent locations can then be estimated in a distributed (decentralized) manner via cooperative localization techniques [5] . This scheme presupposes a common time base at all the agents and, thus, accurate synchronization throughout the network. Accordingly, several methods for simultaneous localization and synchronization (SLAS) have been developed recently. These methods can be classified into six groups as follows. Estimation of static clock and location parameters is considered (i) for a single agent in [6] - [9] , (ii) for multiple agents with centralized computation in [10] - [12] , and (iii) for multiple agents with distributed computation in [12] - [16] . For a single agent, (iv) estimation of dynamic clock parameters and static location parameters is considered in [17] , and (v) estimation of static clock parameters and dynamic location parameters is considered in [18] . (vi) Distributed estimation of dynamic clock and location parameters of multiple agents is considered in [19] .
Hereafter, we consider only distributed SLAS methods for multiple agents, i.e., methods from groups (iii) and (vi). In these methods, the local clocks differ either only in a clock offset [12] , [16] , [19] or in both a clock offset and a clock skew [13] - [15] . Considering also clock skews is important for accurate localization when multiple time measurements are combined for each communication link [20] .
To account for the nonlinear measurement model of the SLAS problem, the distributed methods mentioned above use distributed least-squares (LS) or maximum likelihood estimation methods [12] , [13] or Bayesian message passing methods [14] - [16] , [19] . Typically, message passing methods require significantly fewer iterations than distributed LS methods [12] - [14] . Despite this advantage, to the best of our knowledge, only [19] previously proposed the message passing approach for SLAS in mobile, dynamic agent networks. However, the method in [19] is limited in practical scenarios in that no clock skews are considered, spatial references (anchors) must also serve as temporal references, and a linearization of the likelihood function is used that requires a dense deployment of anchors in the network.
Bayesian message passing methods are a powerful approach to cooperative estimation in agent networks and have been widely used for cooperative localization and cooperative synchronization individually [21] - [25] . To deal with nonlinearities in the message passing schemes, [14] and [15] use particle representations of messages whereas [16] and [19] use Gaussian messages based on the linearization of a specific term in the likelihood function. The particle-based methods outperform the linearized Gaussian method if only few agents with a spatial reference are available; this comes at the cost of higher communication requirements. In cooperative localization, the communication requirements of message passing can be reduced by using a parametric message approximation [23] or a sigma point implementation [24] . In cooperative synchronization, Gaussian messages can be used because the measurement equations are approximately linear [25] .
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
Here, we present a unified belief propagation (BP) message passing framework and algorithm for distributed cooperative SLAS (CoSLAS) in mobile agent networks with time-varying local clocks. BP methods provide accurate and computationally efficient solutions in many applications [21] , [22] , [25] - [29] . In the proposed BP framework, a low dimension of the involved state variables is achieved by exploiting the conditional independence of time measurements and locationrelated parameters given the interagent distances, which leads to a detailed factorization of the joint posterior probability density function (pdf). In this factorization, the dimension of the state variables does not depend on the number of agents in the network, thus yielding excellent scalability.
The proposed BP algorithm enables each agent to determine its own clock and location parameters in a distributed, cooperative, and sequential manner. The algorithm is a hybrid-both particle-based and parametric-implementation of BP that relies on a specific, practically relevant model for the clocks, state evolutions, and measurements. This model supports parametric representations of all messages, which strongly reduces computation and communication requirements compared to purely particle-based methods [15] . The algorithm extends state-of-the-art methods in that it is suited to time-varying clock and location parameters, time-varying network connectivity, and networks where the sets of spatial and temporal reference agents may be different or even disjoint. This paper is organized as follows. The agent network, clock model, and state evolution model are described in Section II. The measurement model and corresponding likelihood function are developed in Section III. In Section IV, we present a "low-dimensional" factorization of the joint posterior pdf and the corresponding factor graph, and we review the BP scheme for approximate marginalization. The parametric message representations used by our algorithm are described in Section V. Section VI develops the proposed CoSLAS algorithm. Finally, Section VII presents simulation results. This paper advances beyond the results reported in our conference publication [15] in that (i) it extends the CoSLAS factor graph framework and BP message passing algorithm of [15] to a time-dependent senario and a sequential (timerecursive) operation; (ii) it presents a BP algorithm for mobile agents with time-varying local clocks; (iii) it proposes parametric representations for all messages.
II. NETWORK AND STATES
A. Agent Network, Clock Model, and States
We consider a connected time-varying network of I mobile, asynchronous agents i ∈ I {1, . . . , I}. The reference time, t, is slotted into intervals [nT, (n +1)T ), n ∈ {0, 1, . . .}. The agents know the interval duration T but, due to their imprecise clocks, are not able to autonomously determine the beginning of a new time interval. At time step n, i.e., during the nth time interval, two agents i, j ∈ I, i = j are able to communicate if (i, j) ∈ C (n) ⊆ I × I (and, by symmetry, (j, i) ∈ C (n) ). The neighborhood T (n) i ⊆ I \ {i} of agent i ∈ I consists of all agents j ∈ I \{i} that communicate with agent i at time step
. Note that C (n) and T (n) are assumed constant within the nth time interval. Some of the agents i are spatial and/or temporal references, which have perfect knowledge of their own location and/or clock, respectively, at all times. In particular, a temporal reference agent is able to determine the beginning of a new time interval.
Each agent i ∈ I has an internal/local clock c i , whose dependence on the reference time t is modeled as
Here, α
∈ R are the clock skew and clock phase, respectively, which define the clock state ϑ 
T is the location vector andṗ
T is the velocity vector (relative to t). The state of agent i at time step n is thus given by θ
with P = I 2 0 2 , where I 2 is the 2×2 identity matrix and 0 2 is the 2×2 zero matrix.
B. State-Evolution Model and Prior Distribution
For the temporal evolution of the clock state ϑ (n) i , we use a standard random walk model as in [17] , i.e.,
where u
2,i is Gaussian process noise that is independent across n and i. The state-evolution pdf corresponding to (2) is
The temporal evolution of the locationrelated state x (n) i is modeled as [30] 
2,i ; 0, Σ u2,i with Σ u2,i =σ 2 u2,i G 2 ; here, G 1 and G 2 are as in [30] . The state-evolution pdf corresponding to (3) is
1,i and u
2,i are assumed independent and also independent across i and n. The initial states ϑ i are modeled as independent, independent across i, and Gaussian with independent entries, i.e.,
with
xi . It follows that the joint prior pdf of all the states up to time n factors as
for i ∈ I and n ′ ∈ {0, . . . , n}.
III. MEASUREMENTS AND LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION
A. Time-Stamping Measurement Model
Each time interval [nT, (n + 1)T ) contains a "measurement phase" in which the agents acquire measurements. Each measurement phase consists of an initialization in which the temporal reference agents inform the other agents about the beginning of the measurement phase, and a packet exchange during which the agents obtain time measurements using the asymmetric time-stamped communication scheme proposed in [31] . The measurement phase is short compared to the time interval duration T , so that the clock parameters are approximately constant during the measurement phase.
1. Initialization: The agents are not able to determine autonomously the start of a new time interval and, in turn, of a packet exchange. This information is provided by the temporal reference agents via the following protocol: (i) After time T has passed since the beginning of the last measurement phase, each temporal reference agent initializes a new time interval by broadcasting a "start packet exchange" message to its neighbors. (ii) When an agent receives a "start packet exchange" message from one of its neighbors, it starts the packet exchange with that neighbor and itself broadcasts a "start packet exchange" message to its neighbors.
2. Packet exchange: Consider a communicating agent pair
. Agent i transmits K ij ≥ 1 packets to agent j, and agent j transmits K ji ≥ 1 packets to agent i. The communication is termed asymmetric if K ij = K ji [7] . At time n ≥ 1, the kth "i → j" packet (where k ∈ {1, . . . , K ij }) departs from agent i at time s (n,k) ij and arrives at agent j at measured time
Here, δ (n,k) ij is the delay expressed in true time, c is the speed of light, and v
v is Gaussian measurement noise that is independent and identically distributed (iid) across i, j, k, and n. The transmit times s (n,k) ij and receive times r (n,k) ij are recorded at agent i and j, respectively in local time according to (1) . This results in the time stamps
Plugging (7) into (9) and inserting in the resulting expression the expression of s (n,k) ij obtained from (8), we find
, packet transmissions, and local time measurements (time stamps) for agents i and j.
Similarly, the transmission of the kth packet from agent j to agent i (where k ∈ {1, . . . , K ji }) yields the time stamps c j s
and c i r
; expressions of these time stamps are obtained by exchanging i and j in (8)- (11) . The clock functions c i t; ϑ (n) i and c j t; ϑ (n) j and time stamps are visualized in Fig. 1 . A communication protocol ensures that these time stamps are available at both agents i and j.
The aggregated measurement of agents i and j comprises all "received" time stamps, i.e., y
We also define the (recorded, not measured) "transmitted" time stamp vectorsỹ
B. Likelihood Function
We first consider the "single-packet" likelihood function of the kth i → j packet at time n, f c j r
The single-packet likelihood function for the kth j → i packet, f c i r
, is obtained by exchanging i and j. Because v (n,k) ij was assumed iid across i, j, and k, the measurements between any agents i and j with (i, j) ∈ C (n) (cf. (10)) are conditionally independent given the respective agent states θ (n) i and θ (n) j , and thus we have
where
As analyzed in [25] , if the difference of successive packet transmit times is much larger than the noise standard deviation, i.e., s (n,k) ij − s (n,k−1) ij ≫ σ v for k ∈ {2, . . . , K ij }, then the following accurate approximation of the likelihood function (12) is obtained by approximating α
where the symbol ∝ indicates equality up to a constant normalization factor (i.e., not depending on α
and A (n) ij
, and
and ϑ (n) j . As in [25] , this approximation will allow us to develop a BP message passing scheme where the clock messages are represented by Gaussian parameters.
Finally, because v (n,k) ij was assumed independent across n, we obtain the approximate joint likelihood functioñ
i , i ∈ I, both for n ′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
IV. SEQUENTIAL STATE ESTIMATION USING BP
At each time step n, each agent i ∈ I estimates its current clock state ϑ . This is based on the minimum mean-square error (MMSE) estimates [32] 
Here, the marginal posterior pdfs f ϑ
by marginalizations. Because these marginalizations are typically computationally infeasible, we resort to approximate MMSE estimation by means of iterative BP [26] - [28] . BP provides approximations of the marginal posterior pdfs, b ϑ
, so-called beliefs, which can be calculated in a sequential (time-recursive), distributed manner. The means of these beliefs then provide approximations of the MMSE estimatesθ
A. Joint Posterior pdf and Factor Graph
BP is based on a factor graph (FG), which represents the factorization structure of the joint posterior pdf [26] - [28] . In our case, using the approximation (13) and the factorizations in (6) and (15), the joint posterior pdf is
In a direct application of BP, the maximum dimension of the messages would be the dimension of θ (n) i , i.e., six. To obtain lower-dimensional messages, we apply the "opening nodes" principle [28, Sec. 5.2.2], i.e., we augment (18) by additional variables that depend deterministically on certain variables in (18) . More specifically, we introduce location variable replicas p
. In this way, the joint posterior pdf f θ
wheref y
is given by (14) with p
ij . Here, we exploited the fact that the measurements y (1:n) are conditionally independent of the location-related states given the interagent distances, i.e., f y (1:n) θ
(1:n) . Furthermore, using the deterministic relations mentioned above, the extended prior pdf (cf. (6)) is obtained as
where f d
Inserting (20) and (21) into (19), we obtain for the extended joint posterior pdf
This extended joint posterior pdf is related to the original joint posterior pdf f θ
. In the factorization (22), all factors involve only state variables with a maximum dimension of four.
The FG representing the factorization (22) is shown in Fig. 2 . Each factor function in (22) is represented by a square factor node, and each variable by a circular variable node. A variable node is connected to a factor node by an edge if the corresponding variable is an argument of the corresponding factor function. In Fig. 2 and hereafter, we use the following short notations:
B. BP Message Passing
The proposed sequential CoSLAS algorithm applies BP [26] , [27] to the FG in Fig. 2 . Before presenting our algorithm in Section VI, we review the BP message update rules for a generic factor function f and a generic variable z. Let Z f denote the set of arguments of f , and assume z ∈ Z f , i.e., f = f (z, . . .). Furthermore, let F z denote the set of all functions f ′ of which z is an argument, i.e., z ∈ Z f ′ if and only if f ′ ∈ F z . In message passing iteration q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}, the message from factor node f to variable node z-denoted by ζ (q) f (z) -and the message from variable node z to factor node f -denoted by η
where ∼ z denotes all z ′ ∈ Z f except z. After the final iteration q = Q, the belief for variable z is obtained (up to a normalization) as
For a function f (z, z ′ ) with only two arguments z, z
. . .
CoSLAS factor graph for a network with agents i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}, where (1, 2), (1, 5), (2, 5) , (2, 6) , (4, I), and (8, I) belong to both C (n ′ −1) and C (n ′ ) . Only the time steps n ′ − 1 and n ′ are shown. Time indices are omitted for simplicity (e.g., x i is short for x
). Each dotted box corresponds to an agent i ∈ I at time step n ′ − 1 or n ′ ; calculations within the box are performed locally by that agent. Connections between dotted boxes at the same time imply communication between agents.
is a weighted S-component mixture distribution, then ζ
is again a weighted S-component mixture distribution, with the same weights.
If the FG is a tree, then the BP algorithm is noniterative (Q = 1), there is a well-defined order of calculating the messages (message schedule), and the beliefs are exactly equal to the respective marginal posterior pdfs [26] , [27] . However, if the FG has loops, as in the case of the FG in Fig. 2 , the beliefs are only approximations of the marginal posterior pdfs [26] , [27] . Moreover, BP operates iteratively, and convergence is not guaranteed for general non-Gaussian joint posterior pdfs. Finally, there exist many possible message schedules, which may lead to different beliefs. Nevertheless, loopy BP provides accurate approximations of the marginal posterior pdfs in many applications [21] , [22] , [25] - [29] .
The sequential BP algorithm proposed in Section VI follows a specific schedule that was observed to converge for the scenarios studied in Section VII. The scheduling of the BP operations (23)- (25) is chosen such that messages are not passed backward in time [22] and uninformative messages are censored [33] (i.e., not used in message calculations). Since the messages are not passed backward in time, our algorithm can cope with a changing network connectivity and its complexity does not increase with time n; moreover, the beliefs are directly equal to the messages passed to the next
Gaussian
Gaussian or two Gaussians
Annulus or two annuli
Message type: Fig. 3 . Detail of the FG in Fig. 2 , corresponding to agent i and its connection to agent j ∈ T i at time step n ′ . All depicted messages are calculated by agent i. The messages η
and ζ with neighboring agents, and uses the received messages to update its own messages according to (23) and (24) . Only messages that are informative according to some criterion (see Section VI-B) are used for further calculations. In Fig. 2 , these messages are passed along the vertical edges connecting different agents. This step requires communication (packet exchanges) with neighboring agents; it is repeated during a predefined number of iterations Q.
3) Belief calculation and estimation: Each agent calculates its beliefs by multiplying according to (25) the appropriate messages calculated in Steps 1 and 2. It then uses these beliefs for state estimation according to (16) and (17), and as messages for the next prediction (Step 1). These steps will be worked out in Section VI after the introduction of parametric message representations.
V. PARAMETRIC MESSAGE REPRESENTATIONS
The messages calculated at agent i ∈ I are displayed in the FG detail shown in Fig. 3 . Hereafter, for simplicity, we drop the time index n in the superscript. For the messages involved in the prediction and belief calculation steps, we use Gaussian or Gaussian mixture representations. More specifically, the clock messages ζ fi (ϑ i ) and η fi (ϑ i ) are represented by a Gaussian, e.g., ζ fi (ϑ i ) N ϑ i ; µ fi→ϑ i , Σ fi→ϑ i , and the location-related messages ζ li (x i ), η li (x i ), ζ ψi (x i ), η ψi (p i ), ζ ψi (p i ) and η ψi (x i ) are represented by a Gaussian or a twocomponent Gaussian mixture [23] , [34] , e.g.,
with S xi ∈ {1, 2} and normalized weights w xi,s . The latter representation is motivated by the observation that the location messages tend to be unimodal or bimodal [22] .
) has only two arguments, ζ li (x i ) has the same w and S parameters as η li (x i ) from the previous time interval (cf. (23)). For the same reason, at function ψ i (short for f p i |x i ), η ψi (x i ) and ζ ψi (p i ) have the same w and S parameters, and similarly for η ψi (p i ) and ζ ψi (x i ). Moreover, since messages are not passed backward in time, we have b(ϑ i ) = η fi (ϑ i ) (cf. (25) with only ζ fi (ϑ i )ζ (Q) fij (ϑ i ) on the right-hand side, which equals η fi (ϑ i ) due to (24) ) and similarly b(x i ) = η li (x i ), and η ψi (x i ) = ζ li (x i ) (cf. (24) with only ζ li (x i ) on the right hand side). The notation used for the parameters of these messages is indicated in Table I .
Regarding the messages involved in the iterative message passing step, we use Gaussian representations for η φij (p i ) (here, j ∈ T i , and q ∈ {1, . . . , Q} is the iteration index). The corresponding parameters are listed in Table II . For η
, the same Gaussian models as for, respectively, ζ
is represented by an annulus or a mixture of two annuli defined as (cf. [34] ) the midpoint and squared nominal width of annulus (mixture component) s. In each message passing iteration q, the parameters of these messages (see Table II ) are calculated at agent i for all j ∈ T i , and the parameters of η 
VI. THE PROPOSED COSLAS ALGORITHM
Although the BP algorithm reviewed in Section IV-B is less complex than straightforward marginalization of f θ (0:n) y (1:n) , a direct implementation of the BP rules (23)- (25) in the considered CoSLAS scenario is still computationally infeasible. Therefore, we next develop an approximate version of the BP algorithm that has moderate complexity and low communication requirements. This approximate algorithm is a hybrid particle-based and parametric implementation of (23)- (25) : it combines a nonparametric (particle-based) BP implementation, which is typically used for the nonlinear cooperative localization problem [22] , with parametric representations for messages and beliefs (see Section V), which are suited to the approximately linear-Gaussian synchronization problem [25] . This combination is enabled by the extended factorization (22) involvingp i and d ij , whereby the location and clock states are characterized by separate messages and, thus, the message calculations can be performed via particle methods for the location states and via Gaussian parameter updates for the clock states. To obtain a distributed algorithm in which only message parameters have to be communicated between agents, the result of particle-based message multiplication for the location states is approximated by a Gaussian mixture (see Section V). Next, we present the individual operations used for calculating messages and beliefs.
A. Prediction
At time n = 0, the recursive BP algorithm is initialized by setting b(ϑ i ) = f (ϑ i ) and b(x i ) = f (x i ), where f (ϑ i ) and f (x i ) are the Gaussian prior pdfs in (4) and (5). The mixture parameters of η li (x i ) = b(x i ) = f (x i ) are w bi,1 = 1 and S bi = 1. For n ≥ 1, the parameters of the messages ζ fi (ϑ i ), ζ li (x i ), and ζ ψi (p i ) are calculated according to (23) , in which the η messages are replaced by the respective beliefs b from time n−1 because they are equal. In the following presentation of these calculations, messages and their parameters that are used from time n − 1 are denoted by the superscript "−."
1) Message ζ fi (ϑ i ): The parameters of ζ fi (ϑ i ) are calculated using the function f i and the parameters of b − (ϑ i ). The evaluation of (23) here simplifies because the function node f i is connected only to two edges [26] . One obtains
2) Message ζ li (x i ): The parameters of ζ li (x i ) are calculated using the function l i and the parameters of b − (x i ). One obtains from (23)
Similarly, the parameters of ζ ψi (p i ) are calculated using the function ψ i and the parameters of
The w and S parameters are given by w xi,s and S xi , respectively (see Section VI-A2).
B. Iterative Message Passing
Next, we describe the iterative message passing operations performed in iteration q ∈ {1, . . . , Q}. The iterations are initialized by setting η 
fij (ϑ i ), and ζ (q) φij (p i ) are calculated according to (23) , and the parameters of η (23) and standard Gaussian operations [26] , one obtains
ϑj →fji , and µ
, we set ζ
(p i ) as informative if it satisfies a criterion involving two thresholds τ 1 and τ 2 (see Section VI-B6), and we denote by T p(q) i the set of neighbors j of agent i that provide informative messages η
are calculated using the function φ ij and the parameters of η 
with µ
3) Message ζ (29) and (30), one has
φij →dij , and µ
(see (26) ) are calculated using the function φ ij and the parameters of η
pi→φij ,r and obtain the parameters of (26) as [30] , [34] Section VI-B6). In this context, note that ζ
\ {j} according to (24) . Since all involved messages are Gaussian, η 
This product involves the annularly shaped messages ζ (26)). We use a particle implementation of (37) based on importance sampling [35] , which is inspired by an approach proposed for localization in [21] and [34] . The resulting particle representation of η φij (p i ) is declared uninformative as explained presently. The proposal distribution for importance sampling is chosen similarly as in [21] , i.e.,
To obtain particles representing p (q) (p i ), we first draw particles p
from the Gaussian or Gaussian mixture message ζ ψi (p i ). Next, for each j ′ ∈ T p(q) i \{j}, we generate particles p
This involves particles p
representing the proposal distribution p (q) (p i ) in (38) are obtained by fusing the particles p
and p
The corresponding weights are calculated as
L. This involves an evaluation of the messages ζ ψi (p i ) (cf. Section VI-A3) and ζ
L. The complexity of this algorithm for computing the message product (37) scales only linearly in the number of particles. This improves on the quadratic scaling of the particle-based message multiplication method described in [21] .
Next, the particle representation p
φij (p i ) is converted into a Gaussian or two-component Gaussian mixture distribution, or the respective message is declared uninformative. This is done using the procedure described in [34, Section 4.1], which involves two thresholds τ 1 and τ 2 . In the informative case, one obtains the Gaussian parameters µ 
C. Calculation of Messages
The messages η ψi (p i ) and ζ ψi (x i ) are calculated after the final message passing iteration (q = Q).
1) Message η ψi (p i ): According to (24),
is nonempty, then a Gaussian or Gaussian mixture distribution with parameters µp i→ψi ,s , Σp i→ψi ,s , wp i ,s , and Sp i ∈ {1, 2} is obtained by carrying out similar steps as in Section VI-B6, using the proposal distribution p(p i ) 
Note that (39) yields Σ −1 ψi→xi,s µ ψi→xi,s (instead of µ ψi→xi,s ) because that product will be used in (41). The w and S parameters are wp i ,s and Sp i (see Section VI-C1).
D. Calculation of Beliefs
Once the parameters of η ψi (p i ) and ζ ψi (x i ) are available, the beliefs b(ϑ i ) and b(x i ) are calculated according to (25) .
The parameters Σ ϑi→fi and µ ϑi→fi of belief b(ϑ i ) are calculated from those of ζ fi (ϑ i ) and ζ
. This is done by calculating the expressions in (35) and (36) , respectively, in which q is replaced by Q, the summation index set T xi→li,(r,s) µ xi→li,(r,s) . Note that Sp i S xi may be 1, 2, or 4. If Sp i S xi is 1 or 2, we use all the mixture components to represent the product message b(x i ), i.e., S bi = Sp i S xi , and the final weights w bi,(r,s) are obtained by normalizing thew bi,(r,s) . However, if Sp i S xi = 4, we set S bi = 2 and use only the two strongest mixture components, corresponding to the two index tuples (r, s) whose weightsw bi,(r,s) are largest. These weights are then normalized. The parameters and weights obtained in this way are then assigned to Σ xi→li,s ′ , µ xi→li,s ′ , and w bi,s ′ with s ′ ∈ {1, . . . , S bi }.
E. Estimation Approximationsθ
i,MMSE are obtained by replacing in (16) and (17) (see Section II-A) are obtained asα
where [·] l denotes the lth element of a vector.
F. Algorithm Summary and Communication Requirements
A summary of the overall algorithm is provided in Table III . The communication requirements are as follows. At any time n, in any message passing iteration q, the parameters of the two-dimensional messages η φij (p i ) are two mean vectors, two covariance matrices, and one weight (as the two weights are normalized, only one of them has to be known). Furthermore, according to Section VI-B5, η (q) fij (ϑ i ) is represented by a single Gaussian, i.e., by one mean vector and one covariance matrix. Hence, the total number of real values that have to be transmitted from agent i ∈ I to agent j ∈ T (n) i per iteration q is maximally (2 +1) (2 + 3) + 1 = 16. Initialization at time n = 0: The temporal recursion is initialized by setting b(ϑi) = f ϑ
Step 4 -Estimation: The clock estimatesαi andβi and the location-related estimatesxi are obtained from the parameters of b(ϑi) and b(xi), respectively as described in Section VI-E. 
VII. NUMERICAL STUDY
In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed CoSLAS algorithm and compare it with that of two variants with perfect clock or location-velocity information.
A. Simulation Setting
We consider a network of I = 9 agents located in a square area of size 50m × 50m, as shown in Fig. 4 . The time interval length is T = 1s. Three of the agents (i ∈ {1, 2, 3}) are nonmobile spatial references located in three corners of the square area, and the remaining six agents (i ∈ {4, . . . , 9}) are mobile. Mobile agent i = 7 is a clock reference with known clock states ϑ i , n = 0, 1, . . . was generated as described above and used for all simulation runs. Fig. 4 shows the locations of the agents at four different times n.
Each agent communicates with other agents within a radius of 40 m, i.e., T
≤ 40 m . The network connectivity is time-varying (cf. Fig. 4 ) but the network is always connected, as required by our initialization protocol in Section III-A. The agents perform K ij = K ji = 10 noisy measurements relative to each neighbor according to (7) . In each of the 100 simulation runs we performed, the measurement noises v (n,k) ij in (7) were drawn independently for
, n, and k ∈ {1, . . . , K ij = 10}, with a noise standard deviation of σ v = 10ns.
In the simulated algorithms, the parameters used to initialize the distance messages ζ 
B. Simulation Results
We consider the proposed CoSLAS algorithm (briefly referred to as CoSLAS) and two variants performing only localization or synchronization. In the first variant, dubbed ClkRef, all agents know their clock parameters, and in the second variant, LocRef, all agents know their location and velocity. We are not able to present a comparison with other methods because, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other SLAS methods for time-varying clock skew and clock offset. Our measure of performance is the root mean square error (RMSE) of the various parameters averaged over 100 simulation runs and those agents that are not reference agents.
For times n = 1, 10, and 20, Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the RMSEs of location, velocity, clock phase, and clock skew (cf. Section VI-E) on the message passing iteration index q. Here, differently from Section VI-E and Table III, the belief calculation and estimation steps were performed in each iteration q, for a total of Q = 5 iterations. At n = 1, the RMSE of the locations p i is seen to converge to a minimum after q = 4 iterations for CoSLAS and after q = 2 iterations for ClkRef. This difference can be explained by the fact that in ClkRef, all agents know their clocks whereas in CoSLAS, distance messages can only be calculated when the agents possess informative clock messages (cf. Step 2.2 in Table III) . Furthermore, the RMSE ofṗ i does not decrease with increasing q. This can be explained as follows. Via (40) and (41), the location accuracy expressed by ζ ψi (x i ) and ζ li (x i )-or, more specifically, by the first two (block) entries of the corresponding parameters µ ψi→xi,r , Σ ψi→xi,r and µ li→xi,s , Σ li→xi,s , respectively-strongly influences the velocity accuracy expressed by b(x i )-or, more specifically, by the second two (block) entries of µ xi→li,s , Σ xi→li,s . But at n = 1, ζ li (x i ) still contains large uncertainties inherited from the initial prior f x (0) i . Therefore,ṗ i cannot be estimated accurately at time n = 1. The RMSEs of the clock parameters α i and β i converge to a minimum after q = 2 iterations for both CoSLAS and LocRef. We note that q = 2 iterations correspond to the maximum hop distance from any nonreference agent to a spatial/temporal reference agent (in each iteration, the clock and location information is propagated by one hop).
At n = 10 and n = 20, the RMSEs of α i and β i converge to a minimum in q = 2 iterations. At n = 10, the RMSE of p i is rather high for all q. This is because the top right agent in the "n = 10" part of Fig. 4 has two of its three neighbors effectively located in the same direction. This is no longer the case at n = 20, and indeed the RMSE of p i here converges approximately to a minimum in only q = 1 iteration. Thus, one can obtain low communication cost without compromising the convergence of p i by performing only one message passing iteration per time step (Q = 1, which is sometimes referred to as "real-time BP" [36] ). We also see that at n = 10 and n = 20, remarkably, the RMSEs of CoSLAS are similar to or only slightly higher than those of ClkRef and LocRef. Thus, we can conclude that after a moderate number of time intervals, CoSLAS compensates for the lack of perfect knowledge of the clock or location-related parameters.
In Fig. 6 , we show the estimated and true trajectories and the RMSEs versus time n for Q = 1 and Q = 5. It is seen that at early times, the location RMSE is higher for Q = 1 than for Q = 5. The increased location RMSE around time n = 10 can be explained as before. The clock RMSE is generally higher for Q = 1 since the clock information provided by the temporal reference agents cannot be disseminated throughout the network during one message passing iteration, and hence (because Q = 1) during one time step. However, the locationrelated RMSEs suggest that the local synchronicity between neighboring agents is sufficient for obtaining accurate locationrelated estimates. The fluctuation of the clock RMSEs is caused by the time-varying network connectivity and the random-walk evolution model (2) . Finally, the performance of CoSLAS is again generally close to that of ClkRef and LocRef.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We presented a distributed, sequential belief propagation (BP) algorithm for cooperative simultaneous localization and synchronization (CoSLAS) in mobile, decentralized agent networks with time-varying clocks. The agents acquire interagent distance estimates from time-of-flight measurements. We exploited the resulting close relation between localization and synchronization to establish a common statistical formulation that features a conditional independence of time measurements and location-related parameters given the interagent distances. This independence is leveraged by the proposed BP algorithm to obtain reduced dimensions of the messages and thus a reduced complexity. The combined use of particle representations and parametric representations leads to high accuracy at low communication cost, and a judiciously chosen message schedule allows for real-time operation in networks with rapidly changing connectivity. Simulation results demonstrated the good performance of the proposed algorithm in a challenging scenario with only one temporal reference agent and time-varying network connectivity.
